■■

Discussion Panel

The session chair, Ric Wheeler, started the discussion by
asking each of the panelists how scalable they would like
their systems. Peek replied that he worried both about
system performance and human scalability. He wanted to
avoid duplication of effort, such as multiple users creating
parsing behavior for the same file types. Agrawal replied
that he wanted to push the limits of Alphard and make it effective as a scalable store, as well. Efstathopoulos noted that
scalability doesn’t always rely on a new idea. The design
principles are well known, but not always applied. Systems
often aren’t built with those in mind; sometimes the system
designer has to go back and build it right later on.
Someone asked Efstathopoulos whether his system was processing directed acyclic graphs for garbage collection or was
just a single level deep. Efstathopoulos replied that they had
a flat space for garbage collection, where the storage group
container has an ID and containers have chunks.
Someone asked Agrawal what the guarantees were that
Alphard provided, from the time the client uses the system
until the data is safely on disk. The questioner noted that
coalescing writes just made matters worse and that there
was an opportunity for something to go wrong while a
request was in the queue. Agrawal replied that the actual
interface didn’t return until the data was safely committed,
so while the system was asynchronous in implementation,
the interface was, in fact, synchronous.
Another audience member asked whether the move to
key-value stores would inhibit or help accessibility of rich
metadata. Peek replied that right now there was no specialized file system handling for indexes, so a key-value store
would have little impact. Efstathopoulos replied that there
was a constant tug-of-war between specialized and general
file systems. Agrawal added that system designers should
think about what they actually want in a file system and
design around it, rather than vacillating between extremes,
as system designers realize they’re missing key pieces each
time they jump on a new technology.
Finally, someone asked about the differences between usage
for key-value stores versus databases, noting that databases
offer a many-to-many relationship, where key-value stores
are strictly one-to-one, or one-to-many. Agrawal replied that
he normally only used one or two keys, and that in practice
data is often sharded across multiple databases, such that
complex join operations, while possible in theory, are rarely
used in practice.

all aboard hms be agle
No reports are available for this session.
■■

■■

■■
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On Thursday, June 24, USENIX hosted the first Configuration Management Summit, on automating system administration using open source configuration management tools.
The summit brought together developers, power users, and
new adopters. There are over a dozen different CM tools
actively used in production, and so many choices can bewilder sysadmins. The workshop had presentations of four
tools, a panel, and a mini-BarCamp. This summary covers
the four tool presentations and includes some brief notes on
the BarCamp.
■■

Bcfg2

Narayan Desai thinks of configuration management as an
API for programming your configuration. Bcfg2’s job is to be
configuration management “plumbing”—it just works.
Centralized and lightweight on the client node, each server
can easily handle 1000 nodes.
Bcfg2, pronounced be-config-two, uses a complete model of
each node’s configuration, both desired and current. Models
can be compared (with extensive reporting on differences),
or you can designate one node as exemplar and its configuration will be imposed on other nodes.
To facilitate learning, the Bcfg2 client can be run in dry-run
(no changes, print only), interactive (are you sure you want
to do this?), and non-interactive modes.
Bcfg2 supports extensive configuration debugging to help
the sysadmin get to the bottom of things quickly, with full
system introspection capability (why is Bcfg2 making the
decisions that it is?).
Strengths: Reporting system. Debugging.
Weaknesses: Documentation (new set of documentation
is coming out now, but still weak in examples). Sharing
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policies between sites is not easy; group names need to be
standardized first.
■■

Cfengine

Mark Burgess explained the underlying philosophies of
Cfengine:
■■

■■

■■

■■

Promise theory: Files promise to be there, packages promise to be installed, processes promise to be running—or
not, etc. Cfengine is the promise engine to fulfill those
promises.
Convergence: Describe an ideal state and Cfengine will get
you there, as opposed to a roadmap/log of system changes
necessary to bring a system to a configured state from a
known starting state—Cfengine will get you to an ideal
state from a known or unknown state.
Self-healing: Assume the environment is hostile and entropy exists, and take measures to continuously check and
restore the integrity of the system.
Pragmatism: Environments can be participated in but not
controlled; constrain rather than control the environment;
cooperation will take you further than enforcement.

Strengths: Highly multi-platform: runs on very old and
very new systems, the full gamut—underwater unmanned
vehicles, Nokia cell phones, and supercomputer clusters;
lightweight (1.9 MB footprint). The only prerequisites are
Berkeley DB library and crypto-library. Cfengine has the
largest user base—more companies using it than all the
other tools combined. Resilient—able to continue operating under degraded conditions (e.g., if the network is down
and server is unreachable, node agents will used the cached
policy; Chef and Puppet run the same way). Secure—Cfengine has a healthy paranoid streak (assume they’re out to get
you) and an impressive security record (only three serious
vulnerabilities in 17 years). Commercial version addresses
knowledge management—ISO standard topic maps, etc.
Weaknesses: Hard to get started because there is a lot to
learn.
■■

Chef

Aaron Peterson, Opscode Technical Evangelist, presented
Chef, primarily a configuration management library system
and system integration platform (helps integrate new systems
into existing platforms).
Chef is data-driven. Configuration is just data. Enable
infrastructure as code to benefit from software engineering
practices such as agile methodologies, code sharing through
github, release management, etc. You manage configuration
as resources (files, packages, processes, file systems, users,
etc.), put them together in recipes (lists of resources), and
track it like source code to configure your servers. Cookbooks are packages of recipes. Chef has been out since 2009.
Chef grew out of dissatisfaction with Puppet’s non-deterministic (graph-based) ordering. Sequence of execution in
Chef is tightly ordered.
Strengths: Cloud integration (automating provisioning and
configuration of new instances). Multi-node orchestration.
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Reusable policy cookbooks and highest degree of recipe
reuse between sites (compared to the other three tools).
Weaknesses: Attributes have nine different levels of precedence (role, node, etc.) and this can be daunting.
■■

Puppet

Michael DeHaan explained that Puppet grew out of dissatisfaction with Cfengine 2. Puppet has a centralized model:
a server detects deltas from the desired configuration and
instructs the node agent to correct them. Chef works the
same way.
Puppet’s internal logic is graph-based. It uses decision trees
and reports on what it was able to do and on what failed
(and everything after it). Manual ordering is very important,
as decision trees will be based on it. Ordering is very finegrained.
The Puppet language is a datacenter modeling language representing the desired state. The Puppet language is designed
to be very simple and human readable. This prevents you
from inserting Ruby code but it also makes it safer (prevents
you from shooting yourself in the foot). However, you can
still call external (shell) scripts. Also, an upcoming version
(2.6) will support programming in a Ruby DSL.
The server gets the client to tell the server about itself.
These are facts in Puppet. The configuration policies are the
manifests. The server compares the facts to the manifests
and, if necessary, creates instructions for the clients on the
managed nodes to move from what is to what should be.
These instructions are encoded as a JSON catalog.
Strengths: Large community of users (over 2000 users on
the Puppet mailing list).
Weaknesses: The Puppet server right now is a potential
bottleneck, which is solved by going to multiple servers. Execution ordering can be non-deterministic but reports will
always tell you what succeeded and what failed, and order
can be mandated.
■■

BarCamp

A BarCamp is an informal colloquium where the audience
members take turns presenting to the audience (http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BarCamp).
There were a total of five 15-minute presentations from the
audience during the final part of the summit. Matt Richards
presented “Converting an Ad-Hoc Site to CM: The Story,”
narrating a successful Cfengine deployment with resulting
increase in stability and uptime. Aaron Peterson gave a Chef
demo. Michael DeHaan presented “Cobbler: Automated
OS Installs,” a Linux installation server. David Pullman
presented “Cfengine: Complexities of Configuring Different Operating Systems.” Finally, Michael DeHaan presented
“Func—Attack!!!—Your Systems!!!”—Func is a distributed
one-time command or query tool for Red Hat systems.
You can find a much more detailed report at http://www
.verticalsysadmin.com/config2010/.
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